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Hi everyone. Thanks once again to the Ziffren Institute for including me in this third virtual
edition of your symposium, as life and the economy come back but also as we juggle news on
three fronts—covid, war, and inflation. We’ll touch on all those, at least tangentially, this
evening.
Here’s what we’ll do over the next 45 minutes. Status
report as usual, looking at the numbers for advertising,
video delivery, broadband. then box office, including
the year’s second most popular movie, one you never
heard of, but which may make your blood run cold.
That leads us to streaming results—subscription VOD,
advertising based VOD, and hybrids.
Streaming is the major topic, including the Netflix crash. We’ll look at pricing , ask the
question whether it is unsustainably low, but also whether those low prices have devalued
content in the eyes of the consumer. But we’ll also introduce the idea of Box Office
Equivalency—for the 136 top Netflix streaming movies last year. You may find the results
interesting…. Or at least the process. We’ll look at the viewing experience of streaming with
ads versus cable delivery as it becomes clear that SVOD will level out and a second revenue
stream is necessary to continue growth.
Now the disclosures I do every year, since I have always thought you have a right to know
where Valerie and my financial interests lie. Wolzien LLC is in its 15th year of providing
consulting services to the most senior management of Discovery, and now WBD. Valerie’s
two dozen mystery novels continue to sell electronically…and sometimes even in paper
editions. VCC, the Video Call Center, continues to be our primary media investment.
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And my annual disclaimer. The views tonight do not represent those of my clients, and I know
that each of you is far more expert than I in your individual areas, so please take what I say as
a non-legal overview from a 50,000 foot level. Thank you for that.
Status Report
But lets start our annual Status Report with a couple of follow-ups to last year’s items.
Censorship first,
We talked last year about issues Netflix, Disney, and others were facing in India and Turkey,
which seem to be continuing, but its nothing like the total crackdown in Russia where,
between western media companies pulling out and Russia effectively stopping all forms of
free speech in something that looks like North Korea…and possibly even worse than during
the days of Stalin.
But new methods of communication emerge even as despots crack down and destroy
infrastructure, as in Ukraine. A year ago we talked about those low orbital satellites then just
starting to provide minimal delay broadband—streaming TV and otherwise—everywhere. We
noted their application in countries without broadband infrastructure. That was before
Russia invaded Ukraine and at least 5000 antennas for Elon Musk’s Starlink system were
shipped in, many bought from Musk by the US government . And in the who would have
thought department, look at this story of their use from FRANCE 24.1
Besides Musk’s Starlink, over the next few years watch for tens of thousands of small
satellites from Bharti Group’s One Web out of India, Canada’s Telesat, and of special note for
this group, Amazon’s Kuiper project. Amazon says its project will bring high speed internet to
underserved communities in the US and around the world—enabling, of course, product
sales…Alexa…and Prime video. AND backhaul for local wifi connections. 2
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Low orbit satellites used for artillery spotting. https://www.france24.com/en/video/20220330-spacex-starlinksatelites-elon-musk-network-provides-ukraine-with-internet-service
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https://www.aboutamazon.com/news/innovation-at-amazon/amazon-makes-historic-launch-investment-toadvance-project-kuiper
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Censorship took a new twist in China this past year. This is Fight Club from 1999, now a GenX
cult classic. You may recall that the movie ends with the police losing and the protagonists
blowing up the tax record building. But that wasn’t good enough for China when the movie
went streaming there on the Tencent service late last year. No ambiguity in China. IndiaTV
reports that Tencent put up a black screen instead of the building explosion and added new
narration saying “The police rapidly figured out the whole plan and arrested all criminals,
successfully preventing the bomb from exploding.” And the narrator-character was sent to a
lunatic asylum. So much for creative control.3
And a final follow-up, on advertising. A year ago we noted the disparity between a declining
economy in 2020 and growing ad spend, and suspected this might be an early indicator of
coming inflation. That was a correct assumption. Once again, advertising anticipated the
economy.
And last year inflation driven advertising recovered… and then some. Overall up 25% in the
US, with legacy media up about six percent, and social media up 30% according to
MoffatNathanson research.
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https://www.indiatvnews.com/trending/news/fans-react-as-china-censors-brad-pitt-s-fight-club-film-s-endingaltered-to-show-police-as-winners-2022-01-26-756390
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But we need to put this great ad growth in the context of a half century of economic history,
because it may be trying to tell us something.
Lets go back to the bad inflation of about 45 years ago. Here you can see the growth of gross
domestic product including inflation in blue, and the growth of advertising in red. Notice how
the ad growth was an early indicator of the really high inflation to come.
But at the time everybody in media…and I say this because I was there…felt really good about
the ad growth…. And, of course, took personal credit for the great numbers.
What nobody realized at the time was that those inflated ad numbers were just an early
indicator of soon to be rising operating costs. Particularly wages.
Advertising continued to be an early indicator, of the 91 recession,
Then the 2001 internet bust, and the great recession of 2008.
And that brings us to last year with its spectacular ad growth and great GDP numbers… two
thirds of which was inflation generated by year end.

And inflation has grown each month through last year until a slight slowing in April. Its here
for a while…the unknowns are how long and how much.
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Lets put inflation in the contest real-life events for this group…also known as guild
negotiations..which are getting under way. Coming up in May 2023, the WGA contract ends,
followed by SAG/AFTRA, the DGA, and the rest of the guilds. There are many issues out there
this cycle, but in the past, inflation has had a way of focusing the discussion on direct
compensation. But there is one upside… inflation does help the performance of the pension
and welfare funds which have been struggling during the low interest rate years…and it helps
companies with large amounts of fixed rate debt.
Looking at the mechanics of video delivery now—subscriptions to cable, satellite, broadcast
and broadband in the US.
Cord cutting continues with a vengeance.

Cable subscriptions declined to levels not seen for more than three decades. Even the
addition of virtual MVPD operators like Google didn’t help much, as total multichannel
subscriptions of about 70 million homes matched those of the 1990s. And there were a lot
more homes, so market share declined substantially. At the same time, broadcast only
homes continued to expand, up to 30% of households, almost three times the penetration of
just a decade ago. The combination of live digital plus streaming meets their needs.
Broadband penetration continued to be the big
numbers story last year, with wired or satellite
connections in more than 114 million homes—
about 90% of occupied households. Nearly two
thirds of those subs get their broadband from
the cable companies, emphasizing the brilliance
of that consolidated industry when it realized
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that selling data was a hedge for when selling video services came under pressure. Most of
the rest of the broadband subs are delivered by the telcos, with under two million using
satellite. Too soon to tell if that will improve with low orbit data satellites.
But those huge broadband numbers are
augmented by equally huge smartphone numbers.
The US now ranks first in penetration of
smartphones, now in the hands of 82% of the
population, according to NewZoo research.4 A
higher percentage of people in the us have
smartphones than the other world leaders…Russia,
Vietnam, China, and Japan. A big change from just
a few years ago when Russia was ahead.
I think it is now fair to say that the people of the US, between wired broadband and their
smartphones, have more communications tools available than any other people on earth.
What they use those tools for is next.
Competition from streaming and resulting cord cutting is having a huge impact on the legacy
cable networks. This is particularly clear in some work by Brad Adgate in Forbes. He looked
at prime time viewing numbers for selected entertainment and sports networks between
2011 and 2021, with astoundingly bad results. And these results translate into dollars both in
the lower sub fees because lower distribution means fewer people CAN watch, while those
smaller audiences mean lower ad delivery.
Take a look.

https://newzoo.com/insights/rankings/top-countries-by-smartphone-penetration-andusers/
4
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Disney, USA, and Comedy Central were down 70 to 90% in prime time viewing during the
decade. TNT, AMC, A&E and MTV were off in the 50 and 60 percent range. TBS, ESPN,
Discovery and Food were down in the 30s---almost good compared with the others. Bravo
was down a quarter, and of those Adgate studied, only HGTV and TLC were up…but not
much.5
Box Office
In 2020 you had to go back 39 years to the year of Superman II to find a year matching 2020’
$2 billion domestic box. 2021 doubled 2020 to 4.5 billion… and that took us back 30 years to
Batman Returns. Still truly, really ugly… and saved…to the extent it was saved, by just one
film. Spiderman, which delivered 18% of the year’s total.
So as I’m researching this piece, and begin to wonder, if Spiderman was the biggest global
movie… what was the second largest, and you never have heard of it. It took in only $342
thousand dollars in the US, but $902 million globally. $900 million in China on a $200 million
budget—the most expensive film in Chinese history.6
https://www.forbes.com/sites/bradadgate/2022/01/05/as-media-conglomerates-focus-onstreaming-the-audience-of-their-cable-networks-continue-to-drop/?sh=432da7407a84
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https://inf.news/en/entertainment/bc3cb79a91d160674159de6b7ee93382.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Battle_at_Lake_Changjin
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The movie is called The Battle of Lake
Changjin. It was commissioned by the
Chinese military and propaganda
department of the Chinese Communist
Party and described by IMDB on
BoxOfficeMojo this way: “Under extreme
freezing conditions, the troops on the
Eastern Front pursued with fearless spirit
and iron will, as they courageously fought
the enemy at Lake Changjin.”
The movie had 70 thousand extras—over five divisions of the Peoples Liberation Army. And
oh, what chilled me to the bones about
this… this is the story of a huge defeat
of the US military at the hands of the
People’s Army in a battle on the North
Korea Boarder with China. You may
have heard of the place by a different
name—Chosin Reservoir… the battle of
Frozen Chosin. And in the context of
Russia invading Ukraine, and tensions
over Taiwan, this trailer is must
viewing7
140-million—let me repeat that—140 million Chinese paid to see The Battle of Lake Changin
in theatres last year. A sequel was released in February.
2022 box office is looking vastly better in the US so far this year, with over
four times the 2021 revenue at this point, but still just over half the run rate of 2019.
A year ago we went up to Red Hook, New York, to check out the parking lot at the Lyceum
multiplex… and found only 14 cars on Easter…a weekend that in 2021 brought in $47 million
in the US. We went back up to the same parking lot this Easter, and even though the 2022
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1aHDj84CcsY
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Easter weekend was up 150% to 118 million, there were only a half dozen or so more
cars….hardly indicative of the national statistics.
But as shopping malls close around the country, the plight of suburban theatres may be the
same.

We took this picture on a Saturday afternoon this spring at a huge, but creepily empty AMC
multiplex in Middletown, New York.
And speaking of empty, following up on the closing of the Cinerama Dome that we included
in this presentation a year ago, we stopped by the old place on Sunset Blvd to see if there
were any signs of life. There weren’t, even though there are reports of a reopening. A
Twitter posting at year end indicated that the owners were trying to get a liquor license.
And then there was this cartoon in the New Yorker in April with a couple leaving a movie…
and he says “that sucked—you couldn’t talk, you couldn’t text, and you couldn’t pause it to
go to the bathroom.”
9

Streaming
A lot of truth in that….when talking and texting and pausing and watching at home by the fire
becomes more important than seeing the exquisite quality and detail of the 40 foot screen
experience with a Dune or a West Side Story.
Even so, there was a new industry
record set in 2021. If you combined
the dismal box office with the
spectacular home video numbers as
reported by the industry’s Digital
Entertainment Group, the total
consumer home video spending in
the US was at an all-time high. $39
billion, up 7% from pre-pandemic 2019.8
And most of that comes because of the extraordinary growth in paying subscribers for the US
owned streaming services. Up almost 40% from 2020 and nearing million subscriptions
worldwide for the paying subs of US companies, not including Prime or Apple TV plus, which
don’t report. Disney is catching Netflix’s 221 million subs, reporting over 200 million paying
subs for Disney Plus, Hulu, and ESPN. The new HBO/Discovery combo is about a hundred,
with Paramount
working hard
with great
content a bit
less than half
that. Comcast
finally disclosed
that Peacock
has only 9
million paying
subs out of 28
million, and of
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https://www.degonline.org/portfolio_page/deg-q1-2021-digital-media-entertainment-report/
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those, a shift toward the lower priced hybrid advertising plus a fee.
With this huge growth, what happened to Netflix and its loss of subscribers this spring is just
the simple math that happens when the first player’s near monopoly reaches distribution
maturity AND runs into competition from powerful newer players. We’ve seen this picture
before back in the 1990s when satellite and telco competitors put the brakes on cable
growth, ultimately leading to consolidations.
To improve its revenues, Netflix is now making sounds about maybe adding an ad-lite tier.
So lets talk about SVOD and a hybrid or paid AVOD—subscriptions plus ads—and how all the
other services were handling sub fees and advertising. At 9.99 monthly for its starter service,
Netflix turns out to be the only major SVOD service without an ad-lite tier or free tier.
Amazon Prime without shipping is $8.99—in case you are curious, the bundle with shipping is
$4 more, but you can’t buy shipping alone for $4 a month. 9

https://www.pocket-lint.com/tv/news/amazon/160991-what-is-amazon-freevee-price-showsplatforms
9
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Paramount plus is $5 more for ad free10, as is Peacock, but Peacock also has a totally ad
supported tier. Warner Discovery also charges $5 more for no ads on HBO Max,11 but only $2
more at Discovery Plus. And the Disney12 group has a nearly incomprehensible mix of
bundles, ad lite and no ads, but basically seems to charge an additional $6 a month for no
ads.
So I wondered, how much do subscribers need to watch to cover the cash discount of $2, $5,
or $6 they get for a service with ads?
Of course the answer is ‘it varies.” But many services have settled at the really tolerable level
of five minutes an hour or so of ads and promos versus the nearly unwatchable fifteen
minutes to 20 minutes on linear services.
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https://help.paramountplus.com/s/article/PD-What-s-the-new-low-cost-plan#J7plan

https://www.hbomax.com/subscribe/planpicker?utm_id=sa%7c71700000067030777%7c58700007129444856%7cp64118922243&gclid=
CjwKCAjw9KTBhBcEiwAr19igz05LhmUdoBxosK2GnxatzDlumDu7o2l7X_y0S5biy7zMlMLze9DJhoCaOEQAvD
_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds
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https://www.discoveryplus.com/?utm_campaign=16163914222&utm_medium=paidsearch&ut
m_source=google&utm_content=130107908821&utm_term=discovery%20plus&gclid=CjwKCAj
w9-KTBhBcEiwAr19igx_uqh0OKW7lr-1AABFfjkia0dMvJTuoyXYOHGRR9TMkYCTWIb56BoCTaEQAvD_BwE
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https://www.disneyplus.com/billing?type=bundle&partnerId=espnplus_home_hero&ex_cid=D
SS-Search-Google-71700000068344301&s_kwcid=AL!8468!3!525735710543!b!!g!!espn%2Bapp&cid=DSS-Search-Google71700000068344301-&gclid=CjwKCAjw9-KTBhBcEiwAr19ig8f62KmCjNbn7fzzviH05a0KySnZmtaz-y3MIghhpvwshS_jHDsxhoC1ekQAvD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds
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Different services will get different CPMs, but, for reference, a $10 CPM, that’s a penny a
spot times ten spots or ten cents a hour show per viewer. $20 CPM gets you twenty cents,
and a $40 CPM gets forty cents. So to make up $5 a month at Paramount, Peacock or HBO, at
a $10 CPM, everybody in the subscriber household needs to watch 50 hours of shows with
commercials a month, or 100 minutes of streaming shows with those commercials a day. This
drops to 25 minutes a day if you could get a $40 CPM Disney is a bit higher, while Discovery
plus covers the difference in ten to forty minutes of shows a day—giving a better chance for
advertising in that hybrid service to increase revenues above the ad-free subscription alone.
Here are the totals. If you took all these services ad free, it would cost you $81 a month. The
ad lite versions, where available, would drop your total bill 40% to about $58…including HBO
Max and no-ad Netflix. Now compare that to your cable bill.
That seems to me to be really cheap for a huge amount of really great content. And so I
wonder if these streaming wars haven’t actually devalued content, making it difficult to
maintain the high levels of glossy production without price increases to the consumer,
particularly as the capital influx abates and these businesses move to more mature, selfsustaining models.
This is a top line challenge. Costs aren’t going to come down much with inflation, and the
idea that some have recently suggested of reducing production by just making hits, is a great,
incredibly naïve solution. You might have noticed that the industry has been trying to just
make hits for a hundred years. Good luck with that.
We can impact the top line in three ways—we can increase the number of net subscriptions,
aka reduce churn, we can add revenue streams, and we can increase price. Lets take them
one by one.
Increase subscriptions: that’s happened and hugely last year, but the Netflix loss of subs in
Q1 warns of some limits as the streaming business matured into 2022, even as Disney and the
others continued to expand this past quarter.
We’re in uncharted territory. Kantar’s post Q1
report is sobering. 86% of homes have at least
one service—paid or unpaid, with an average of
4.7 services per household.
Kantar says SVOD is slowing. In Q1, Kantar’s stats
show SVOD down 0.2% from the prior quarter,
13

paid or hybrid AVOD growing 2.2%, and
FAST growing at 0.9% with a combination
of library and some new content.13 A
wrinkle for subscription VOD and paid
AVOD is the growth of streamers that are
now known as the FAST services—Free Ad
Supported TV. These providers of free
bulk content include Pluto, Roku,
Amazon’s Freevee—formerly IMDB, and a
form of Peacock. Unknown is whether content is sufficient on the FAST services to
negatively impact the paid tiers.
So we may not be able to predict the top number of streaming subs in the US… but its pretty
safe to say that we’re closer to the top than the bottom.
The second option is adding revenue streams. We’ve already established that of the biggest
players all but Netflix and Prime have a second revenue stream option in hybrid AVOD. As
inflation improves advertising spending, there may be upside within these hybrid services.
But there will also be a temptation to increase the ad load, a minute here, a minute there, as
broadcast and cable did for decades. And they killed the golden goose in the process. So
there is a finite limit there.
The third revenue stream is product sales—using the content to present and drive sales of
stuff—clothing, tools, cookware, anything that can be bought on the spur of the moment
after consumers see it being worn or used within the context of a show. Elusive to say the
least, including my click to buy patents of the 1990s and Amazon’s dead in the water tests
with a food show in Japan around 2016.14
But perhaps, as they say, the time is now, because today smartphones provide the option of a
second screen catalog to match products made available during a show and QR codes allow
direct access to content on the screen through bumps at the end of segments and at the end
of a show.
https://www.kantar.com/inspiration/technology/us-video-streaming-market-growth-stalls
https://www.retaildive.com/news/amazon-tries-selling-through-one-click-prime-videoproduct-placements/424425/
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If the search for new revenue streams heads this way, it will result in a lot of work for
attorneys representing talent whose permissions would likely be needed…and for whom
percentages would no doubt be involved.
With the competition we’ve discussed, increasing price alone without showing consumers
they are getting value for that increase can be a disaster. Just ask Netflix, which raised price
this year and lost subs. Its the price-value relationship. We know the price… what’s the
value?
I’d like to suggest that in the race to acquire subscribers through low price, the streaming
industry has failed to help consumers appreciate the value of the content they are getting,
and that’s resulted in this mass devaluation of content.
Easy to say, but how do you persuade consumers they are getting a lot, so they should pay
more?
First, we’ve got to believe it ourselves. And as I wrap this up, I’d like to take a stab at
showing one way to put value in perspective. Over the past few years I’ve been puzzled
about finding a way to put movies that go directly—or quickly--to streaming in to some sort
of box office context.
For this presentation, lets call it Box Office
Equivalency. For example, we watched
Operation Mincemeat the other night from
Netflix. If we’d seen it in a theatre—and we
probably would have—it would have cost over
$18 for both of us, and that’s more than our
monthly Netflix bill.
Should Netflix have told me this movie would cost each of us on average $9.17 in the theatre,
but is free to us at home as Netflix subscribers? Possibly. It might impact my sense of the
price-value relationship with Netflix and their recent rate hike.
Lets shift this Box Office Equivalency idea to the industry. What would a film brought in had
all those streaming viewers actually paid at a theatre, and what would that have meant to
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both theatres and studios. Netflix has helped us do this by providing top ten viewing stats
since last June.
Lets start with Red Notice, the number one movie at Netflix during the last half of 2021. Big
stars, big $160 million budget according to IMDB Pro. And lots of viewing.
If we total all Red Notice hours of viewing reported
by Netflix each week as part of its weekly top 10
last year, we get 411 million total viewing hours,
or, at roughly two hours in length, effective
admissions of about 206 million—conservatively
assuming just one person per screening.15
We know that in 2021 the average theatrical admission price was $9.17. Multiply that by the
206 million effective admissions, and the Red Notice Box Office Equivalent, or BOE, would be
almost 1.9 billion dollars, or over 900 million to the studio at a simplistic 50-50 split.
And that BOE would be enough to place Red Notice, with all its comedic gore, right around
number six in all time global box office, right about the same level as last year’s Spiderman
No Way Home. Just behind Avengers: Infinity War and just ahead of Jurassic World and The
Lion King.16
Now you may say, come on, Tom, that’s a
totally flawed analysis because everyone
sitting on a couch watching Red Notice
wouldn’t have gone to see it at the movies,
even if it was playing at the movies. And
you’d be right, of course, so haircut it all
you want. Even if 90% of those people
stayed home and only 10% went to the
movie, Red Notice would still have a BOE of about $190 million-- around the 900th most
popular film of all time, and in the realm of Outbreak, The X Files, and Rambo III. The point is
there’s value here, and more than we..and consumers.. might think.
15

This section based on compilation all top ten English language features through 26 weeks during last half of
2021. https://top10.netflix.com/
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Box Office Mojo history
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Now lets broaden this idea out a bit. During the time Netflix reported its top ten each week
in the second half of last year, 136 different English language films made the 260 slots on the
lists for, on average, just under two weeks each. Red Notice was on for 8 of the 26 weeks last
year.
Then there was Power of the Dog. I was curious about how an award winning art-house type
film might come in. Power of the Dog was only on the top ten list for two weeks in
December, putting it 31st on the list
with a global Box Office Equivalent of
$185 million last year. And that would
put it in the lower 900 movies of all
time range, along with The Birdcage
and Moulin Rouge. Pretty good fit.
Last year the 228 million global Netflix
subscribers watched, on average, 10.3
of those 136 hits per subscription. And while the $9.17 average box office price in the US,
isn’t an exact proxy for the very wide range of global ticket prices, its close enough to AMC’s
global number of $10.8517 to use for consistency. So, at the $9.17, the box office equivalent
value of those Netflix hits
watched by each subscribing
household is about $95, of the
average annual subscription
price of $133. That means the
136 hits alone could be
perceived to account for 71% of
what Netflix subs are paying
with all the rest of what’s
available on Netflix costing only
a bit over $3 a month.

https://www.statista.com/statistics/687699/amc-theatres-ticketprice/#:~:text=In%202021%2C%20the%20average%20price,of%20AMC's%20revenue%20in%2
02021.
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Lets look at some totals. Using the same
$9.17 per admission number, the total
worldwide Box Office Equivalent value of
those 136 movies would be $21 billion—
surprisingly and coincidently the same as the
2021 global box office. Now global box in
2021 was half of 2019. But then Netflix
reported viewing of the top tens for only half
of the year.
So my final point this evening is pretty simple. If streaming companies want to have the
revenue to continue to produce great stuff, they’ve got to increase the value of their product
as it is perceived by the consumer. They need to recognize that wide theatrical releases are
essential to provide a pricing and marketing foundation for their streaming services. And if
subscribers to Netflix, Disney, HBO, and others can be brought to understand that value
relationship, then there may be more than a little upside in streaming pricing.
Thank you for your time this evening.
Tom Wolzien
www.wolzien.com
5/28/22
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